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Small spacecraft can now perform trajectory maneuvers resulting in significant orbit changes that were once only
feasible with larger spacecraft due to the development of miniaturized propulsion technology. This paper addresses
the feasibility of using CubeSat Ambipolar Thruster, a large ΔV miniaturized propulsion system for constellation
control,Earth escape, andplanetary flybys, to enableEarth-escapemaneuvers onaCubeSat form factor.Operational
and trajectory variables include the power setting during thrust maneuvers, when to thrust, and the attitude control
inputs. The dynamic energy available through the maneuvers, which is constrained by the power available from the
sun depending on the orbit and is consumed in propulsion, is modeled as well as attitude control maneuvers and
realistic battery degradation. To explore the design space of this capability, the sensitivity of solutions to spacecraft
mass, fuel quantity, initial orbit, solar power collection, and battery size is demonstrated. Optimal orbit-raising
techniques are compared and the optimal approach depending on the goals is discussed (i.e., minimize time,minimize
fuel, minimize batteries, minimize propulsion system volume, andminimize accumulated radiation). Themodels and
results presented lay the groundwork for future work in integrated vehicle and operational design optimization
problems with both interplanetary and constellation architectures.
Nomenclature
a = acceleration
e = stored energy capacity
g = gravitational acceleration
Isp = specific impulse
L = length
m = vehicle mass
_m = mass flow rate
p = power
r = radius from the center of the Earth
t = time
Vex = exhaust velocity
v = orbit velocity
ΔV = change in velocity after a maneuver
δ = mass flow rate to power ratio
μ = Earth’s gravitational constant
I. Introduction
C UBESATS are no longer constrained to lowEarth orbits (LEOs)where they drift passively and deorbit. They now have the
potential to escape Earth orbit control over their destinations and
lifetimes due to innovations in small satellite propulsion systems, as
well as communication system, electronics, and attitude control. This
is enabling small spacecraft platforms to perform far more interesting
exploration and science missions. In the past, CubeSats have not had
propulsion systems due to size, power, and launch constraints and
were therefore constrained to minimal maneuvering from the launch
vehicle insertion orbit [1]. First, we assess the feasibility and
limitations of usingCubeSats for these applications, considering size,
mass, power, and other system-level concerns that constrain the
ability of small spacecraft to escape Earth orbit. Second,we introduce
and compare diverse orbit-boosting approaches to achieve different
objectives, for example propellant-optimal, time-optimal, or
solutions that minimize the exposure to radiation subject to realistic
small spacecraft constraints.
CubeSats have evolved from educational tools to a platform for
technology demonstrations and are capable of performing high-value
science missions [2–4]. The National Science Foundation has a
dedicated program funding nanosatellites to study space weather
[5,6]; NASA has a dedicated launching opportunity through their
CubeSat Launch Initiative [7]; and NASA research centers are also
developing a variety of CubeSats for both near-Earth [8,9] and
interplanetary [10–13] applications. An increasing number of
CubeSats are being proposed for constellation applications [14,15],
where propulsion capabilities are required or highly desired.
Micropropulsion has been identified as a necessary technology to
enable these spacecraft to maneuver and perform formation flying,
create constellations, and travel to interesting interplanetary
destinations [16,17]. Orbit transfers, particularly to interplanetary
destinations, are particularly challenging for small spacecraft low-
thrust propulsion systems because typical high-thrust maneuvers
cannot be used, and small spacecraft are extremely mass-, volume-,
and power-constrained [1]. Furthermore, CubeSats do not typically
operate at the high power or high voltage levels required to support
propulsion systems, nor do they have solutions for managing the
resulting high thermal loads (most CubeSats use passive thermal
control techniques).
Solar electric propulsion (SEP) has been proposed and used for a
variety of interplanetary mission architectures, including optimized
trajectories to the Mars surface for scientific exploration, Discovery-
class mission applications, and asteroid belt missions [18–21]. SEP
was first demonstrated for interplanetary spacecraft applications on
NASA’s Deep Space One (DS1) mission and gathered the first in situ
measurements of ion propulsion-induced plasma environment [22].
DS1 paved theway forNASA’sDawnmission powered by theXenon
Thruster, which enabled its exploration to the asteroid Vesta and the
dwarf planet Ceres [23]. Optimal trajectories for interplanetary travel
to asteroid swarms have been investigated considering energy
dynamics for low-thrust systems [24]. Recent work has demonstrated
the applicability of electric propulsion solutions for operational
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responsiveness in LEO and provided global reach requirements and
optimal time and propellant solutions as well as testing out five other
advanced technologies [25].
Existing electric propulsion systems exceed the mass or volume
envelopes for CubeSats, have low efficiency or low thrust, or are
designed for precise pointing maneuvers. The CubeSat Ambipolar
Thruster (CAT) is a new thruster technology that uses a high-density
plasma source to achieve high ΔV and high thrust-to-power ratios
and is designed for use in CubeSat missions. The CAT engine will
change the CubeSat paradigm from drifters to explorers by providing
11 km∕s delta-V to a 3U CubeSat, or 20 km∕s to a 6U CubeSat. Our
team has a dedicated NASA launch to test this thruster technology in
space for the first time, and we will be collaborating with the
University of Michigan and NASA Ames Research Center [7].
The CAT technology has a wide power range and thus can be used
to achieve different thrust levels throughout the trajectory. The
desired thrust level at a given time is a tradeoff between the thrust
level, duration of the maneuver, and available energy at that point in
the trajectory, which is a function of the instantaneous power from
solar arrays and energy that is stored in the battery. Minimizing
transfer time or propellant use is an optimization problemwith a set of
highly interdependent decision variables related to energy dynamics
and constrained by the battery capacity, solar panel size, and other
system-level constraints.
Past work has demonstrated representative mission scenarios for a
3U CubeSat the feasibility of escaping Earth orbit with the
conventional constant-thrust strategy that results in spiral-out
trajectories using the CAT thruster [26]. Follow-on work compared
conventional constant-thrusting spiral-out approaches to optimal
thrusting near perigee [27] and applied and compared these strategies
when performed by different CubeSat-class thrusters [28]. Spangelo
and Longmier [26,27] considered system-level constraints such as
volume, mass, power management, and radiation exposure, and they
determined that the optimal approach depends greatly on the system
objectives and constraints.
There are other propulsion systems that have been proposed for
CubeSats and small spacecraft, including Aerojet’s Rocketdyne,
Busek’s thrusters, Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s ion
Electrospray Propulsion System, Clyde Space’s CubeSat Pulse
Plasma Thruster, and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s Micro
Electrospray Propulsion thruster [1]. Most of the existing electric
propulsion systems have been optimized for maximum specific
impulse and/or maximum efficiency. However, in our work, we show
that, by taking a systems-level approach to overall spacecraft and
mission optimization, parameters such as thrust-to-power ratio and
impulse density are usually more import in thruster design than a
higher specific impulse or higher thruster efficiency. The techniques
presented in this paper are applicable to these other technologies,
although they are not specifically studied in this paper.
The goal of this paper is to evaluate the feasibility and identify
key tradeoffs for small spacecraft with emerging propulsion
capabilities that perform orbit-boosting maneuvers. To ensure
relevance of proposed solutions to realistic mission architectures, a
systems-level perspective is introduced that includes CubeSat
mass, volume, and power limitations as well as operational
constraints.We develop an analytic model that includes propulsion,
orbit dynamics, energy dynamics (solar powered collection,
eclipse), battery capacity dynamics (cycling, depth of discharge,
degradation), and accumulated radiation dosages. The model is
used to study trajectories starting in LEO and escaping Earth’s
sphere of influence (SOI). Different orbit-boosting schemes are
considered in this work, including constant thrusting to achieve the
conventional spiraling trajectories as well as schemes that consider
thrusting only during the orbits perigeewith optimized thrust levels
and durations.Wemodel, simulate, optimize, and compare different
orbit-raising strategies to identify the best approaches for different
mission goals. Sensitivity analyses are performed relative to
spacecraft mass, collected power, and battery capacity to quantify
key tradeoffs in vehicle and mission design parameters and to
identify feasible mission architectures.
II. Mission and System Architecture
A. Small Spacecraft Limitations
CubeSats are typically launched as secondary payloads into LEOs
with altitudes ranging from 350 to 900 km and with near-polar
inclinations (greater than 60 deg) [29]. Therefore, to demonstrate
Earth-escape trajectories, we discuss orbits that begin in 500 kmpolar
and equatorial orbits are considered in our analysis. There are also
some opportunities for some sun-synchronous LEOs, where the
combination of altitude and inclination result in the object in orbit
ascending or descending over any Earth latitude at the same local
mean solar time every day. In these orbits, the orbital plane is nearly
orthogonal to the vector to the sun, and so the spacecraft is nearly
always in the sun (i.e., experiences short or no eclipses). These orbits
are also considered in the analysis to demonstrate their advantages.
The general approach presented in this paper is applicable to a much
broader class ofmissions, including spacecraft initially launched into
geostationary orbit (GEO) or geostationary transfer orbit (GTO),
where significantly lower ΔV is required to escape Earth orbit. If a
small spacecraft can be launched as a secondary payload into one of
these orbits, it will be able to escape Earth orbit considerably faster or
with less power.
Small spacecraft, and specifically CubeSats, are extremely mass-
and volume-constrained. For example, the most common CubeSat
size, a 3U, is constrained to the form factor of approximately
30 × 10 × 10 cm, and usually constrained to a mass of less than 5 kg,
particularly to satisfy the standard Poly-PicoSatellite Orbital
Deployer (P-POD) launcher system. Satisfying conventional P-POD
launch constraints may not be a requirement for all CubeSats in the
future; for example, mass waivers allowing heavier small spacecraft
systems may be allowed. However, a lighter system is always
desirable for orbit boosting becausemore acceleration is achieved for
the same thrust. The desire for a low-mass system drives the selection
of the thruster, propellant tank, propellant, solar panels, attitude
control system, and battery and power system components, as well as
indirectly the operational modes of the system.
CubeSats are constrained in their ability to collect, store, and
distribute power. Typical CubeSats that have flown in LEO with
body-mounted solar panels generate less than 10 W, whereas
spacecraft with state-of-the-art deployable panels and the ability to
continually point them at the sun may be able to generate up to 30W
[30]. Furthermore, onboard CubeSat battery systems typically store
only 50–100 kJ (14–30 W · h), and existing CubeSat electric power
systems (EPSs) typically operate with low voltage and power values
(e.g., less than or equal to 8 V and 10–20 W) [30]. Thus, although
collecting power and storing the energy for high-powered short-
duration thrusts may be feasible, supplemental battery and power
management systems may be required to support these types of
maneuvers (which require additional volume, mass, cost, and
complexity). In addition, typical lithium-ion batteries that fly on
CubeSat systems experience significant battery degradation
throughout their operation, limiting their ability to support multiple
hundred cycles on longer-duration missions [27].
Radiation is often a concern for CubeSatmissions because the low-
cost commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components they fly are
typically not radiation-tolerant, are thus susceptible to failures, and
cannot reliably support long-duration missions. Mission trajectories
that avoid the radiation belts as much as possible, either by operating
at polar (instead of equatorial) inclinations or by boosting their orbits
to high altitudes quickly to avoid radiation exposure are preferred.
Developing fault-tolerant failures and adding radiation shielding is
also an option; however, this may add system complexity, mass,
and cost.
B. Representative Vehicle Design
Toward assessing the feasibility of achieving Earth escape with a
CubeSat form factor, we consider a 3U CubeSat form factor [31]. 3U
CubeSats are typically constrained to a mass of 5 kg, although
waivers can be obtained such that up to 7 kg can be accommodated. A
representative list of components, mass, volume, and power, is
provided in Table 1. where all components are included except






























































propellant because this is considered later in the orbit-raising
analysis. Consistent with the CubeSat design philosophy and to
obtain a low mass and cost solution, we have mainly selected
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components. The CAT thruster fits
within the 3U form factor, as shown in Fig. 1 The total system mass
and volume are significantly lower than the mass and volume
constraints (5 kg, 3U  10 × 10 × 34 cm), and there are many
feasible vehicle configurations.
The Blue Canyon XB1 bus provides most major CubeSat
subsystems including state-of-the-art guidance, navigation, and
control system (GNC) systems, command and data handling (CDH),
and electric power system (EPS) [32]. The active attitude
determination and control system (ADCS) is required to achieve
the desired thrust vector throughout maneuvers. The XB1 ADCS
consists of a reaction wheel assembly, internal measurement unit,
magnetometer, torque rods, sun sensors, star trackers, andGPS. Their
system, although currently designed to operate in LEO, is being
designed for extended missions in interplanetary locations. Con-
ventional desaturation techniques are not appropriate for inter-
planetary spacecraft; for example, magnetometers cannot be used for
reaction wheel desaturation as conventionally done in LEO
environments. At high altitudes beyond LEO, reaction wheel
saturation is dominated by solar pressure, and careful control of solar
panel orientation can overcome this challenge. The Blue Canyon bus
contains a battery with an energy storage of 25 W · h.
The Iris transponder is selected because it is the lowest mass,
volume, and power solution for interplanetary small spacecraft,
which enables communication and tracking using the Deep Space
Network on X-band frequencies. Existing uhf, S-band, and X-band
systems do not currently have the capability to return data at
meaningful rates to Earth from distances beyond LEO on small
spacecraft form factors. Furthermore, conventional navigation
techniques such as using Earth’s magnetic field and the GPS
constellations are not feasible beyond LEO.
The solar panels are sized to generate approximately 30 W at 1
astronomical unit (AU), which consists of body-mounted panels on
three of the long spacecraft sides and two-sided deployable panels for
a total of four 3U deployed panels. Maximizing the amount of power
increases the transfer time and minimizes the required propellant
mass. Power collection potential will degrade as the panels age. The
master equipment list (MEL) does not include propellant or
additional Li-ion 18650 batteries (which each store approximately
15 W · h) because these elements are considered in the trade space.
III. Model
A systems-level model is essential to capture all dynamics and
constraints of this problem, particularly because CubeSats are
highly integrated and have limited available resources. The multi-
disciplinary integrated model consists of analytic representations of
the propulsion system, orbital dynamics, energy collection and
management system, battery dynamics, and radiation dosage.
A. Propulsion
The CAT design focuses on maximizing the thrust-to-power ratio
at a specific impulse on the lower end of electric propulsion devices. It
achieves a higher thrust-to-power ratio by efficiently ionizing a
relatively high flow rate of propellant, about 2–3x higher flow rates
than Hall-effect thrusters [33]. The CAT engine fits within a
small spacecraft form factor (less than 0.1U, where a U is
10 × 10 × 10 cm). A system block diagram of the CAT propulsion
system is given in Fig. 2. Most components of CAT are at TRL 3–4.
A magnetized helicon discharge is used for this highly efficient
ionization process without the need for a separate electron source
such as a hollow cathode [34]. This system is designed to provide no
resultant magnetic dipole. The CAT thruster uses a high plasma
density RF helicon source with a converging–diverging throat
combined with an expanding magnetic nozzle; see Fig. 3. A wide
variety of propellants are possible due to the electrodeless nature of
the helicon plasma source, including propellants stored as liquids or
solids. Iodine (nominal propellant), liquid water, ionic fluids,
Galinstan, ammonia, butane, alcohols, ethylene glycol, and others are
possible options. Iodine propellant is the nominal propellant due to its
high storage density and low cost. Isp  1010 s is selected because
this maximizes the thrust-to-power ratio; see Fig. 4a.
To obtain a large accelerating electric field (ambipolar
acceleration), an efficient helicon RF plasma source is used to
generate a very high plasma density (1020 m−3) and high electron
temperature (20–30 eV) with a variety of propellants (see Fig. 4) and
allows the plasma to expand in amagnetic nozzle. Initial optimization
has started for a permanent magnet nozzle, which promises to have a
nozzle efficiency of greater than 90%.We expect a system efficiency
of greater than 50%, significantly exceeding the system efficiency of
previous electrospray thrusters, RF double-layer thruster concepts,
and miniature ion and Hall-effect thrusters for CubeSats [35,36].
A more detailed description of the thruster and justification of these
performance parameters is given in [33–37].
Fig. 1 CAT thruster within 3U CubeSat configuration.






CAT thruster 0.5 0.10 3–300
Propellant tank
(minimum size)
0.25 0.10 — —
Blue Canyon XB1 bus
(GNC, CDH, EPS)
1.5 1 2.5
Iris transponder 0.40 0.4 12.8
Antennas (telecom) 0.10 0.05 — —
PPU 0.10 0.05 — —
Structure/shielding/radiation 0.27 0.19 — —
Deployable solar panels 0.30 0.10 — —
Total (no extra batteries or
propellant)
3.03 1.49 — —
Maximum allowable 7 3.28 — —













Fig. 2 CAT block diagram.






























































The power processing unit (PPU) is a prototype laboratory unit at
an approximate Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of 2/3. Up to
50Wof power has been produced and applied into a plasma loadwith
a dc to RF efficiency of 93%. The PPU uses high-efficiency
MOSFET units for the conversion of dc power at 40 to 50 V · dc to
RFnear the industrial standard of 27.12MHz. The PPU consists of all
solid-state components and is prematched to the plasma load at a
single operating set point of choice. Future versions will employ a
dynamic matching circuit that adjusts output impedance to match the
plasma impedance for a wide throttling range.
B. Orbit
Two types of orbit-raising strategies orbital dynamics are
considered in this section. The first is the conventional constant low-
thrust approach based on a simple two-body gravity model, which
typically minimizes orbit transfer time. The spacecraft orbit radius







a  − _mVex
m
(2)
Vex  gIsp (3)
where a is the acceleration, μ is the Earth’s gravitational constant, _m
is the propellant flow rate, Vex is the exhaust velocity, m is the
spacecraft mass, g is the gravitational acceleration, and Isp is the
specific impulse. For CAT, _m scales linearly with powerp, where δ is
the mass flow rate to power ratio as in Fig. 4d (e.g., 0.1 mg∕s at
10 W):
_m  δp (4)
The second orbit-boosting approach for orbit raising consists of
performing short, high-thrust maneuvers at perigee, which can yield
propellant-optimal solutions [38]. This approach may also yield
preferable solutions with respect to radiation avoidance because it
results in an eccentric orbit that minimizes exposure to the Earth’s
radiation belts to minimize accumulated radiation dose. In the
idealized case, where the thrusts are short and centered at perigee, the
increase in apogee is computed using conservation of energy and
angular momentum, in Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively:
Fig. 3 CAT prototype.
Fig. 4 CAT performance curves for Te;max  30 eV.











































































rpvp  rava (6)
where rp and ra are the perigee and apogee radius, vp and va are the
perigee and apogee velocity.
With a ΔV maneuver, the increase in perigee velocity is vp 














which can be used to solve for the change in apogee altitude ra > ra,
and subsequently the apogee velocity va < va using Eq. (6), where rp
remains constant throughout each high-powered thrust maneuver.
C. Energy
The energy model consists of constraints to ensure feasibility of
solutions, which are related to ensuring a positive energy balance and
that eclipses and high-power thrust maneuvers can be survived.
These constraints are enforced over discrete periods (instead of as a
continuous function) to simplify and facilitate optimization of
realistic problems.
First, there must be a positive energy balance every orbit, that we
collect more energy than is consumed:
ps;its;i ≥ pt;itt;i  pn;its;i  te;i; ∀ i ∈ I (8)
where ts;i, te;i are the time in sun and eclipse, andps;i andpn, i are the
average power generated in the sun and consumed by nominal
operations, for every orbit i ∈ I. Under the reasonable assumption
that thrusting does not occur during eclipse in the thrust-at-perigee
approach, the combination of constraints in Eqs. (8) and (9) is
conservative.
For the thrust-at-perigee approach, every thrust maneuvermust not
deplete the energy stored in the battery:
eb ≥ pt;i  pn;itt;i; ∀ i ∈ I (9)
where eb is the battery capacity,pt;i is the thrust power setting, and tt;i
is the thrust duration for every orbit i ∈ I, where there is one
maneuver per orbit.
For the constant-thrust case, the spacecraft must be able to sustain
eclipses:
eb ≥ pn;i  pt;ite;i; ∀ i ∈ I (10)
D. Batteries
Given the strict mass and volume requirements, small spacecraft
are using high specific lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries because they
have a high power-to-weight ratio (averaging 200 W · h∕kg) [39]. In
thevehicle design,we use conventional 18650Li-ion batteries, which
unfortunately experience significant degradation throughout many
cycles. For the batteries selected, battery degradation is a function of
the cycle number c. The battery capacity eb (in kilojoules) is given by
the power relationship [40]:
eb  2735.2e−6E−4c  64.8 (11)
where themaximum of 100% depth of discharge is assumed on every
cycle. If the battery experiences less depth of discharge, less
significant battery degradationwould be expected; however, there are
no available models for this behavior, and so we assume this
conservative model. The available capacity is shown in Fig. 5 as a
function of the number of 18650 batteries [40]. We assume that 25
batteries can be packed into a 1U form factor, or each battery takes up
about 0.04U.
Ultracapacitors, such as the Ioxus iCAPs [41], which can tolerate
100% depth of discharge for hundreds of thousands of cycles and
provide high power and high charging, were also investigated. The
disadvantage of this technology is that ultracapacitors have a
significant reduction in energy density (6 W · h∕kg for ultracapcitors
vs 200 W · h∕kg for lithium-ion batteries). It was established that, for
the studieswe are investigating, thesewere not advantageous because
of the low initial capacity and the number of cycleswe require is in the
order of several hundred. If on the other hand, a particular mission
requires several thousands of near 100% discharge cycles, the use of
ultracapcitors may be beneficial.
E. Radiation
Radiation is also a concern for CubeSats, and sowe use Analytical
Graphics, Incorporated (AGI’s) space environment and effects tool
module APEXRAD, which provides radiation models based on data
collected by the APEX Space Radiation Dosimeter [42]. This model
accounts for electron and proton dose and flux as a function of
altitude and inclination. The model provides total accumulated
radiation dosage based on the trajectories in AGI’s Simulation Tool
Kit (STK) behind shielding thicknesses of 4.3, 83, 230, and 460 mil
of aluminum. The effect of high-energy protons from solar flares,
which can contribute to the total radiation dose for interplanetary
missions, is accounted for using the Jet Propulsion Laboratory solar
proton model from [43].
IV. Constant-Thrust Results
This section investigates sensitivity analysis relative to key
mission parameters and the special case of sun-synchronous orbits, as
outlined in Table 2. The baseline orbit transfer case considered is
where there is constant thrust in the antivelocity direction from the
initial to final orbit, which in general is the time-optimal approach for
orbit boosting.
Figure 6 shows orbital velocity as a function of altitude in the Earth
system based on a two-body model. This provides a useful worst-case
guide on theΔV requirements needed to transition between a variety of
orbits (e.g., from lowLEO, tohighLEO,GEO, themoon, or theEarth’s
SOI) if performing the conventional constant-thrust maneuvers that
result in a spiral trajectory.
A. Sensitivity to Mass and Power
To establish feasibility and quantify the constraints of the constant-
thrusting approach for a small spacecraft, we consider the case of



















4 batteries (0.16 U)
8 batteries (0.32 U)
16 batteries (0.64 U)
28 batteries (1.12 U)
Fig. 5 NCR-18650 battery typical life characteristics.






























































boosting a 3U CubeSat with CAT from LEO to Earth escape.
Spangelo and Longmier [26] demonstrated that it is possible to
escape Earth’s sphere of influence (SOI) with only 2.5 kg of
propellant and in less than one year (259 days) using I2 propellant
with an Isp  1010 s, and 10 W of thrust, which is reasonable for a
3U CubeSat to continually support. The amount of propellant and
transfer times to achieve high LEO andGEOorbits are reasonable for
a small spacecraft mission. These results indicated that I2 is the most
time and propellant efficient; thus, it will be used for the remaining
analysis.
Sensitivity of a small spacecraft with the CAT thruster to both
propellant mass and power levels is shown in Fig. 7. Lower mass
systems can achieve significantly higherΔV values, as in Fig. 7a, and
escape Earth orbit significantly faster, as in Fig. 7b. Emerging
deployable solar arrays extend the total power collection area such
that CubeSats may be able to collect as much as 20 or 30 W when in
the sun.Higher power levels can significantly reduce escape time; see
Fig. 7b and Table 3. The time to achieve a given orbit boost or change
in ΔV is a power-law function of the power level because the time is
proportional to the inverse of mass flow rate, which is proportional to
the power level; see Eq. (4). The escape time is independent of
propellant mass (i.e., all cases in Fig. 7b require the same amount of
propellant mass). Furthermore, because higher-powered systems
escape Earth orbit quickly, they also have significantly lower total
accumulated radiation dose in the first year.
B. Energy and Eclipse Constraints
The ability to continually sustain a certain thrust value is limited by
the duration of eclipses; see Eqs. (8) and (9). Typically, CubeSats are
initially placed into high-latitude LEOs that have eclipses on the
order of one-third the orbit [30]. Worst-case eclipse fraction of orbit
and total eclipse time are shown in Fig. 8 for different circular orbits
as a function of latitude. The results shown are worst-case because
they assume that the line of sight to the sun lies in the orbit plane,
where the angle between the spacecraft orbit plane and the line of
sight to the sun β  0 deg, and so maximum eclipse is always
experienced. Eclipse fractions vary throughout the year due to orbital
precession; see [30].
The eclipse duration (Fig. 8c) is a product of the orbital period and
eclipse fraction, which each vary as a function of altitude differently.




, where P is the orbital
period and r is the orbit radius (r  a RE), where a is altitude and
RE is the Earth’s radius; μ is the gravitational constant in Fig. 9a. The





The eclipse fraction is computed based on the orbit geometry and is a
function of sin−11∕r, as in Fig. 8b. Thus, it decreases
monotonically with increasing r, but at a faster rate for lower r
values. The eclipse durations decrease slightly as the altitude
increases from the lower to higher range of LEOs (300–1000 km) in
Fig. 8c because the eclipse fraction decreases at a relatively higher
rate than the orbital period increases; see Fig. 8d. For altitudes
between 1000 and 100,000 km, eclipse durations increase because
the eclipse fraction decreases at a lower rate relative to the increase in
orbital period, and for altitudes exceeding 100,000 km, the eclipse
durations approach zero, following the eclipse fraction trends.
Table 2 Constant-thrust cases studied
Investigation Section
Sensitivity to mass and power IV.A
Sensitivity to eclipses and β angles IV.B
Sensitivity to battery constraints IV.C
































Max LEO GEO Moon Earth SOI
Fig. 6 Orbital velocity as a function of distance fromEarth tomaximum
LEO, GEO, moon orbit, Earth SOI.





























a) ΔV as a function of propellant mass, where md is 
spacecraft dry mass

































b) Earth escape time for initial 500 km circular orbits 
(requires ΔV = 6.96 km/s) with different power levels
Fig. 7 Sensitivity of CAT thruster to propellant mass and power level assuming I2 propellant and Isp  1010 s.
Table 3 Solution properties with constant thrusting
Power value, W Propellant mass, kg Number of orbits Number of days
10 2.5 1322 269
20 2.5 681 134
25 2.5 545 108






























































Figure 8 showed the worst-case eclipse durations, but both eclipse
duration and time to achieve an altitudewith no eclipses depends on β
and power setting; see Fig. 10a. In the worst case condition, where
β  0 deg, as in Fig. 8, this altitude is greater than 100,000 km;
however, the altitude where eclipses are no longer experienced can
vary several orders of magnitude with different β and power values.
C. Impact of Battery Constraints
To minimize the time to transfer an orbit from a 500 km LEO to
escape Earth orbit with the constant-thrust approach, the optimal
strategy is to use themaximum feasible power satisfying Eqs. (8) and
(9) throughout the mission. The limiting factor may evolve
throughout the mission, as eclipse durations and fractions change,
and are a function of the battery capacity and nominal energy
consumption, Ebatt and Pn;i.
To quantify the impact of battery and energy balance constraints,
we consider worst-case orbit from an eclipse perspective
(β  0 deg) with two different battery sizes: one with the
conventional 25 W · h battery (included in the Blue Canyon bus in
Table 1), and one with four additional 15 W · h Li-ion 18650
batteries (each weight 0.05 kg); see Fig. 11. For the 25 W · h battery
case, the beginning of the mission is constrained by the energy
balance [Eq. (8)], whereas the later part of the mission (after
0.3 years) is constrained by the battery capacity [Eq. (9)]; see
Fig. 11a. For the higher battery capacity case, the entire mission is
constrained by the energy balance; see Fig. 11b. The 25 W · h case
requires 0.51 years to escape Earth orbit, with an initial mass of 6 kg,
yielding a final mass of 3 kg. On the other hand, the 85 W · h case
requires 0.45 years to escape Earth orbit. This spacecraft requires an
initial mass of 6.4 kg to yield a final mass of 3.2 kg to account for the
four additional batteries. Thus, although increased battery capacity
can reduce constraints and improve performance, because additional
mass is required, it may not increase the performance dramatically, as
discussed in more detail in Sec. VI in the context of a more
sophisticated orbit-boosting approach.
D. Special Case: Sun-Synchronous Initial Orbits
In the special case that the spacecraft is launched into a sun-
synchronous orbit, it will have no eclipses or shorter initial eclipse
times; see Fig. 12a. This reduces or eliminates the need for significant
onboard battery storage, and as a result, a high constant-thrust power
level can be continually maintained, satisfying Eqs. (8) and (9).
Furthermore, if the initial orbit does experience eclipses (for cases
where the initial β < 68 deg), it will achieve an altitude where no
eclipses are experienced faster than non sun-synchronous orbits, as
in Fig. 10.
LEO sun-synchronous orbits are not always in the sun because β
varies throughout the year; see Fig. 12b. Thus, depending on the time
of year the spacecraft begins its maneuver, therewill be an associated
required altitude gain (see Fig. 10) to no longer experience eclipses.
In the worst-case sun-synchronous case (β  60 deg), only 31 days
are requiredwith the 10Wpower case to achieve the required altitude
(1000 km) for no eclipses. The 25Wcase in Fig. 4 is representative of
a sun-synchronous terminator orbit (β  90 deg), where the
available solar power can immediately be provided to the thruster
(where it is assumed approximately 5W is provided to the spacecraft
bus and transponder). In this case, the spacecraft can escape Earth
orbit starting from a 500 km LEO in only 108 days; see Table 3.
V. Optimal Thrusting at Perigee with Variable
Magnitude and Time
It is possible to reduce the ΔV requirements shown in Fig. 6 for
orbit boosting by performing high-thrust maneuvers near the orbit
perigee. This approach increases the perigee speed and apogee













































































































Change in Orbital Period/ Altitude, h/km
Change in Eclipse Fraction/ Altitude, 10/km
Change in Eclipse Duration/ Altitude, h/km
d) Rates of change of eclipse properties
Fig. 8 Worst-case (β  0 deg) eclipse properties for circular polar LEOs.






























































(6) and exploiting the Oberth effect [38]. The thrust-at-perigee
approach investigated in [28] can provide significant propellant
savings relative to a constant-thrust approach. However, assigning a
constant thrust level and duration for every orbit will likely yield
suboptimal solutions because it does not allow the trajectory to
benefit from the additional energy that becomes available as the
spacecraft spirals from Earth and has shorter relative eclipse times. In
addition, there may be more efficient times in the mission for higher-
powered or longer duration thrusts due to changes in system mass,
orbit velocity, and battery capacity (as it degrades throughout the
mission with greater charge/discharge cycles). The variable
magnitude and time thrusting at perigee approach uses dynamic
thrusts to improve in propellant and/or time efficiency in orbit-
boosting maneuvers capturing the time-dependent variables,
dynamics, and constraints. [27]. We formulate this optimization
problem in Sec. V.A and solve it in Sec. V.B.
A. Optimization Formulation
An analytic formulation to optimize the approach for dynamic
perigee thrusting for orbit boosting is presented, where the objective
function is to minimize the time required to achieve a change in orbit
(i.e., LEO to GEO, LEO to Earth escape). The formulation includes
analytic system-level dynamics and constraints for the spacecraft
vehicle, energy, orbit, propulsion, and battery degradation. The
variable thrust and duration optimization formulation goal, decisions,
constraints, dynamics, and inputs are given later.
The objective is to find the trajectory that minimizes time to escape
Earths sphere of influence (radius: 925,000 km) by thrusting for a
short time once per orbit, centered at perigee. The objective function
is given by Eq. (12), where Tescape is the time require to escape Earth





ts;i  te;i (13)
where i is the first interval where ri ≥ 925; 000 km, where ri is the
radius at the end of interval i.
The decision variables are the level and duration of the thrust,
centered at perigee, where one thrust maneuver is assumed to occur
every orbital period. Energy constraints [Eqs. (8) and (9)] are
enforced to ensure that there is a positive energy balance every orbit,
and the battery capacity, which varies dynamically as the battery
degrades with additional battery cycling, is sufficient to support the
thrust maneuvers and eclipses, which also vary dynamically as
the orbit changes. The system dynamics are modeled using the
propulsion, orbit, and energy models from Sec. IV. There are two
decision variables per orbit: what thrust value to use and how long the
thrust should last. Realistic CubeSat vehicle volume and mass
constraints are also enforced (assuming a 3U CubeSat), which must
account for additional batteries to supplement a nominal onboard
battery, the thruster, propellant tank, and propellant, as in Table 1.
The continuous-time problem is discretized into orbit-long
intervals, where the dynamics and constraints are enforced over every
orbit. The problem is coded and solved in MATLAB using the
optimization solver fmincon, a solver for constrained multivariable





























































Fig. 10 Required altitude and time where there is no longer eclipses as a function of β, assuming a total initial spacecraft mass of 5 kg and I2 propellant.




























Cumulative Δ V, km/s
b) Mass and ΔV
Fig. 9 Properties of solutions with 28 batteries, requiring 1.12U of
volume. This approach requires 181 days to escape Earth orbit and
1.35 kg of I2 propellant.






























































functions.We optimize the time to transfer a spacecraft from an initial
500 km circular (non-sun-synchronous) orbit to GEO using the CAT
thruster. The thruster power is constrained to between 3 and 300 W;
the spacecraft is assumed to nominally collect 30 W of solar power
and consume 3 W for bus operations.
B. Optimal Solutions
Optimal solutions assuming different battery volumes for a worst-
case non-sun-synchronous orbit (β  0 deg) and a sun-synchronous
orbit (β  90 deg) are shown in Fig. 13. The relative time
advantages with larger batteries are significant, particularly for
battery volumes less than 1U (1U ≈ 25 batteries). The escape time is
most dependent on battery capacity and not dependent onwhether the
orbit is sun-synchronous, and so the energy capacity constraint
[Eq. (9)] is active more than the energy balance constraint [Eq. (8)].
Properties of the non-sun-synchronous optimal solutions for
different battery sizes are shown in Fig. 14, where the maximum
power (300 W) is used for most of the trajectory; therefore, thrust
duration is the true real control in the optimization problem (which
explains why Fig. 15b is nearly a scaled-up version of Fig. 15a). For
all cases, there is an increase in thrust duration and total energy for the
first 300 orbits because the fraction of time the spacecraft is in eclipse
shrinks as the orbit raising occurs, as shown in Fig. 8. The increase in
perigee velocity and apogee altitude are significant at the start of the
mission and then grow at reduced levels later in the mission.
All solutions shown in Fig. 13 require 1.35 kg of I2 propellant,
which yields a volume of 0.27U. The solution with 1.12U equivalent
(28 batteries) provides the lowest escape time with the most realistic
battery volume, yielding a total volume (with propellant and
batteries) of 2.88U and 5.78 kg (using the parameters in Table 1),
which just satisfies the volume constraint (3U). This solution with 28
batteries requires 701 battery cycles and 181 days to achieve the goal
of escaping Earth’s SOI at an altitude of 925,000 km. Properties of
this solution are shown in Fig. 16. The orbit altitude increases
exponentially for about the first 100 days and then linearly thereafter
(see Fig. 16a), resulting in the perigee velocity trend (see Fig. 16b)
and orbital period (see Fig. 9a). Propellant mass is also consumed at a
faster rate early in the mission, and consumption plateaus later on;
see Fig. 9b.



































b) Solar β angle
Fig. 12 Eclipse trends and β (the angle between the spacecraft orbit plane and the line of sight to the sun) trends throughout year for a nearly terminator
sun-synchronous orbit.





























Fig. 13 Optimal variable thrust and duration solutions.















Constrained by Battery Capacity
Constrained by Energy Balance
a) 25 Whr battery capacity










Constrained by Battery Capacity
Constrained by Energy Balance
b) 85 Whr battery capacity
Fig. 11 Optimal solutions with realistic power variation.






























































The maximum available energy to satisfy Eqs. (8) and (9) is not
used on every orbit; however, the battery degradation ismodeled as in
Eq. (11), and so the results are pessimistic. The solutions were
validated in AGI’s STK,‡ and the escape time and propellant
consumption results were within a few percent of the results in this
section, validating the approach.
VI. Design Considerations
The performance metrics for small spacecraft systems differ in
some cases from conventional metrics for larger spacecraft, such as
transfer time and propulsion mass. Small spacecraft are very tightly
constrained, and so the required power and/or voltage level, thrust
duration, volume, battery cycles, and even total radiation dosage
experienced are also important considerations in the design space.
Table 4 provides a summary of the key performance metrics for the
cases investigated in this paper.
The best approach depends considerably on the goals and
constraints of the mission considered. If the goal is to minimize
transfer time, the best maneuver approach depends significantly on
the power level that can be maintained. If the CubeSat is launched
into an initial sun-synchronous orbit and can maintain 25 W
continuously, the continuous thrusting approach will minimize time,
but if not, the optimal variable thrust is optimal. If a propellant-
optimal solution is desired, the best approach is the optimal variable
thrust. However, this approach requires additional batteries, resulting
in more volume and mass in addition to the base spacecraft. The
optimal variable-thrust option also requires high voltage and power
loads and the resulting thermal concerns and significant battery
cycling associated with high-powered bursts. On the other hand, the
continuous-thrusting approach requires that the thruster is on
continuously, which may be operationally challenging to maintain.
For example, maintaining constant attitude control may be
challenging; the spacecraft will have limited opportunities to
mitigate solar pressure by controlling its attitude, dump reaction
wheel momentum, and communicate with Earth ground stations
(required for tracking and communication).
Attitude control is required to perform the trajectory maneuvers
described in this paper.We performed a simple sensitivity analysis for
the constant-thrust spiral out trajectories presented in Sec. V relative
to angular error (defined at the angle between the ideal and actual
thrust vector). We found that the resulting time to reach Earth escape
was increased by 0.02, 1.5, and 6.4% for angular errors of 1, 10, and
20 deg, respectively. The impact on time is independent of thrust
power level. We expect the attitude errors to have a more significant
impact on escape time for the thrusting at perigee approach. Pointing
errors can also impact the orbit shape and precession and change.
However, the attitude control system is expected to have pointing
accuracy less than a tenth of a degree (0.002 deg, 1 − σ) [32], and so
we expect very marginal impacts on the escape time performance in
both cases.
Radiation effects are also a design concern for CubeSats,
particularly because they fly COTS components that are not
radiation-tolerant, which are flown because of cost, mass, and
volume constraints. The solar proton dosage is 1.1 krad for each case
at 1 AU, and the difference between the cases is due to different























8 batteries (0.32 U)
16 batteries (0.64 U)
28 batteries (1.12 U)
a) Thrust duration vs maneuver number

























8 batteries (0.32 U)
16 batteries (0.64 U)
28 batteries (1.12 U)
b) Thrust energy vs maneuver number
Fig. 14 Properties of non-sun-synchronous optimal solutions with
different battery sizes.























8 batteries (0.32 U)
16 batteries (0.64 U)
28 batteries (1.12 U)
a) Thrust duration vs time

























8 batteries (0.32 U)
16 batteries (0.64 U)
28 batteries (1.12 U)
b) Thrust energy vs time
Fig. 15 Properties of non-sun-synchronous optimal solutions with
different battery sizes.
‡Data available online at http://www.stk.com [retrieved January 2014].






























































electron and proton dosage and flux values [44]. The constant-thrust
approaches experience significantly more radiation, whereas the
thrust-at-perigee approach results in an elliptical orbit where a large
fraction of the orbit is spent out of the geocoronal after the orbit has
been boosted (particularly beyond 10 Earth radii). Studies have
suggested that select CubeSats components can tolerate between 5
and 20 krad before failing, depending on the amount of shielding
[45]. However, modern electronics tend to work better and longer
than anticipated in orbit; for example, the University of Tokyo’s
CubeSat XI-IV survived over a decade of successful operations in a
820 km sun-synchronous orbit (launched in June 2003) [16].
Radiation effects can mainly be mitigated using latchup-immune
parts with linear energy transfer greater than approximately
35–70 MeV∕mg  cm2, robust software, and periodic power
cycling of the system [46]. Generally simple shielding strategies,
such as encasing sensitive electronics in aluminum are sufficient to
protect against total ionizing dosages [27].
VII. Conclusions
This paper has developed a modeling framework and simulation
environment for evaluating orbit transfers from LEO to Earth escape
trajectories and is applicable to any initial and final orbits within the
Earth system.We have used these tools to demonstrate the feasibility
for a small spacecraft form factor (in particular a 3U CubeSat) to
perform orbit transfers using the CAT thruster technology. Systems-
level constraints such as availability of power, energy, mass, and
volume, which limit these small, highly integrated spacecraft, have
been considered. The key constraints and sensitivities of using small
spacecraft for interplanetary orbit transfers have been identified and
quantified. The modeling and optimization approach presented in
this paper is independent of the specific form factor, thruster, or any
other technology and could be applied to a variety of space systems.
Themain contribution of this paper is the demonstration of feasible
vehicle and trajectory designs to perform orbit transfers from LEO to
Earth escape using small spacecraft aswell as the identification of key
constraints and tradeoffs. For a small 3UCubeSat, the constant-thrust
approach is the time-optimal solution if the initial orbit is sun-
synchronous, whereas the thrust-at-perigee approach is faster if the
initial orbit is not sun-synchronous. Although the thrust-at-perigee
approach minimizes the required propellant requiring almost half as
much as the constant-thrust approach, it will always require more
battery capacity and thus more mass and volume. The thrust-at-
perigee approach canminimize radiation exposure due to its eccentric
orbit that avoids long durations exposed to the Earth’s radiation belts.
The general approach presented in this paper is applicable to a broad
case of Earth-orbit or interplanetary mission scenarios where a
spacecraft is in any initial orbit about a planet ormoonwith the goal of
escape the body’s SOI. For example, if the 3U CubeSat described in
this paper starts in GEO or GTO (where significantly lower ΔV is
required to escape Earth orbit), it would escape in a fraction of the
time, with less required power, or could accommodate a more
massive spacecraft.
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